
Lunar Observation Lab – Data Analysis
Astronomy 153 and 154

Throughout the semester you have been making 6 sketches of the moon during distinct phases.  In this 
lab exercise, you will verify your drawings, identify the lunar features that you drew, and follow the 
path of the terminator throughout the Lunar cycle.

Open Lunar Map Pro by double-clicking the icon on your desktop.

1. For each of your phase drawings, you recorded the date and time you made the observation. 
LMP however, is set by default to show the current date and time.  To change the time 
displayed, go to Lunar, at the top bar, and click on Time from  the drop menu.  A dialog box 
will appear with “Show Local Time” checked.  Uncheck the “Show Local Time” box.  There 
are two important points to note about entering the time manually.  First, LMP uses military (24 
hour) time like all astronomy, rather than the am/pm system.  Second, after the “Show Local 
Time” box is unchecked, the time will no longer be for the Eastern Time zone, It will be for 
Universal time (EST + 4hrs).  Make sure to change the times you recorded to follow theses two 
notes before you enter them in the dialog box, or you will show the wrong time.  Also note that 
if Daylight savings is in effect, you should click the box next to “Daylight savings.”  After 
keying in the new times, click “Set” and in a few seconds the moon will redraw the map..  

2. To show the phase of the moon, go to Lunar and select Phases from the drop down menu. LMP 
should immediately open the Phases dialog box and display the phase for the time and date that 
you entered.  It may take a few seconds for the program to redraw your moon.  The dialog box 
shows what phase the moon is at for the selected date and time in the lunar cycle.  If the arrow 
is between New and Full it is waxing.  If the arrow is between Full and New, the moon is 
waning.  Remember, the New Moon was not a valid phase for you to draw, because you can't 
identify any features from it.

3. At this point you should verify that your drawing of the moon is representative of the actual 
moon phase.  The line between dark and light is called the terminator.  With a different colored 
writing implement, mark where the terminator is indicated on LMP.  Write down the phase LMP 
shows below the phase you marked as you did the observations.

4. Now identify the features that you drew in your sketches.  Hover your mouse over the features 
on your screen that you showed on your sketch and the name should appear.  Depending on 
when you did your observations, the dark portion of the moon may hide many of the maria.  In 
each sketch label the features that you drew.


